TV Service Providers need fresh solutions to engage consumers,
personalize services and dynamically monetize across many different
screens. Orion provides a modern, multi-device, multi-screen
platform for immersive TV service delivery. Backed by powerful
analytics, UI customization and dynamic ad-insertion features, Orion
is the most comprehensive consumer experience solution for Live
and OTT service.

Immersive.
Personalize.
Monetize.
Every screen.
MediaKind Universe represents our award winning and industry leading
portfolio of media solutions centered around innovative and immersive
consumer experiences.

‘Orion’ is one the most recognizable constellations in the night sky with its 3 brightest stars lighting the way
which in our world represents consumer delight, personalization and delivery to any device.
MediaKind Orion lights the way for millions of connected consumers to be entertained, informed and
educated anytime, anywhere.

Orion provides an engaging, personalized user experience, and new
capabilities across all devices. It provides personalized, dynamic ad insertion
and builds flexible user experiences to create new ad space within the client
thereby increasing revenue per user on all screens.

Personalized and Intuitive

TV Anywhere

Personalization has inherent benefits for consumers and Operators.

Consumers are increasingly dividing media consumption time between

Subscribers viewing, search and queue activity will continually tailor

tablets, phones and retail media players and traditional STBs. Orion

their experience, delivering the most relevant content to their devices,

delivers on all devices, from legacy cable and IPTV boxes running a myriad

eliminating the frustration associated with massive libraries and

of operating systems to streaming players from Android TV, Apple TV, Roku

channel line-ups. Orion delivers personalized experiences from

to Smart TVs, phones and tablets. Using cloud services, Orion extends

traditional multicast TV to unicast OTT services. Subscribers receive

new capabilities such as Alexa™ or Google Home™ voice control to legacy

tailored experiences and relevant advertising while operators and

devices. Taken together, Orion provides an engaging, personalized user

content owners get full control over content blackouts while increasing

experience, and new capabilities across all devices.

the value of their inventory.

Maximize Content ROI

Data Driven
Data analytics collects a wide range of metrics of both usage and

Orion maximizes revenue by delivering the content that users want while

operational metrics to provide a deep understanding of audience

taking advantage of dynamic ad insertion to deliver quality content, meet

content consumption and system health. Playback checks on latency,

content rights requirements and support diverse business requirements at

buffering, start-up, and error rates provide deep insight into the System

scale.

and Network performance. Coupled with user activity data on

Orion delivers engaging data driven experiences to the subscriber while

application launches, dwell time, searches, content preferences,
MediaKind Analytics delivers a comprehensive view of customers,
content preferences and system performance, giving operators
actionable insights into customer behavior and system health.

giving the operator unprecedented opportunities to aggregate subscriber
data with subscriber viewing preference and increase subscriber revenue
for every screen. Orion creates space for targeted advertising in multiple
areas, from in-guide banner ads, VOD pre-rolls to localized ad breaks,
maximizing revenue opportunities while maintaining a seamless user
experience.

www.mediakind.com

